Detection of gravitational waves(GW) involves using the network of GW telescopes to observe a large sky region. However, owing to the arrangement of the GW telescopes, even with aLIGOaVirgo-KAGRA network,parameter estimation accuracy deteriorates depending on the sky region of the GW source due to the ill-posed nature of the inverse operator. A regularization-based method is proposed herein to improve parameter estimation accuracy. Although conventional regularization methods cannot optimize all regulator parameters completely, the proposed method archives full optimization by applying an a-posteriori parameter choice rule to determine regulator parameters. We demonstrate that the proposed method can shrink the credible regions of inclination vs luminosity distance and polarization vs initial phase significantly in the sky wherein the accuracy of the amplitude parameters of a GW has been deteriorated. The proposed method suppresses the systematic error of a GW depending on the sky region and allows us investigating the cosmological information more precisely.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational waves(GW) have been detected using extremely large laser interferometers. i.e., GW telescopes. Km-scale GW telescopes, such as LIGO [1] and Virgo [2] have been constructed and the KAGRA [3] is currently under construction in Japan. LIGO Scientific collaboration and Virgo collaboration has successfully detected a GW directly from a compact binary coalescence (CBC) comprising two black holes [4] . Astronomers and physicists expect that GW astronomy will reveal phenomena that have not been previously clarified via electromagnetic astronomy.
In future, it is expected that more precise estimation of GW waveforms or parameters will be achieved using a network of GW telescopes [5] , i.e., using multiple telescopes simultaneously to detect a GW. With a network of GW telescopes, the SNR of GW detection can be increased and the independent mode of a GW can be determined. An analysis method based on Bayesian statistics has been proposed [6] to estimate GW waveforms detected by a network of GW telescopes. To estimate the amplitude parameters of a GW, maximizing the likelihood of the output of GW telescopes and the GW model are equivalent to solving an inverse problem whose inverse operator considers the parameters of antenna-beam pattern functions and detecting the SNR of a GW [6] . However, the solution of an inverse problem is unstable owing to the rank deficiency of the inverse operator. The instability of the solution, i.e., an ill-posed problem, makes * kenji@icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp it impossible to distinguish the independent modes of GW due to the degeneration of these modes. In order to avoid the ill-posed problem, certain solutions are suggested for detecting a GW by the network of GW telescopes, especially for burst search of GW. For instance, Rakhmanov formulated the Maximum likelihood method with Tikhonov regularization [7] and Mohanty propose to constract a regulator by a variability of the SNR as the source is displaced on the sky [8] .
However, conventional regularization methods for a coherent search focus on reducing the amplified noise to the theoretical limit and ignore the fact that estimated GW parameters can exceed the value range of the actual parameters because the regulator adds bias noise [9] . This is a significant problem because it is highly likely that the actual GW parameters are outside the credible region estimated using a regularization method. The bias noise introduced by a regulator can cause inaccurate estimation of parameter values. To implement precise estimation of GW parameters, a regularization method is required to reduce the amplified noise as small as possible while maintaining the bias noise such that the estimation points of the GW parameters are not affected. Thus, we propose a method to optimize regulator parameters for minimizing the influence of amplitude parameters amplified by the ill-posed inverse operator in the analysis of a targeted CBC search. The proposed method attempts to minimize the residual of the amplitude parameters expressed by the sum of amplified and bias noise. The residual of the amplitude parameters of a GW, which is expressed by the norm of the difference between the actual amplitudes and the estimated amplitudes evaluated using regularized data analysis, must be minimized to obtain all of the optimized parameters of a regulator. However, the actual GW amplitudes cannot be predetermined. Thus, the optimized regulator parameters are selected based on an a-posteriori parameter choice rule [9] . The estimated amplitude allows us to evaluate the value of the norm. Then, it becomes possible to determine full optimized parameters of a regulator. We implement data analysis with the optimized regulator to improve the accuracy of the amplitude parameters of a GW.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section.II, we describe the fundamental formulation of a targeted coherent CBC search. We explain how the optimized regulator in the coherent search method is determined using an a-posteirori parameter choice rule in Section.III. In Section.IV, we review the regularized data analysis algorithm and describe MultiNest [10] [11] , which is Bayesian inference tool. In addition, we present the results of regularized data analysis and describe the behavior of the reduction of the amplified noise. Conclusions are given in Section.V.
II. COHERENT MATCHED FILTERING FOR GWS FROM CBC
In this section, we describe a coherent search method [6] with a network of GW telescopes. For simplification, we suppose the terms of the GW phase have Newtonian approximation because we focus on the improvement of the accuracy the parameters of GW amplitude which include the inclination of a binary system, the luminosity distance, the polarization and the initial phase. The accuracy of these parameters is mainly improved by application of the regularization method to the inverse operator into a likelihood. It will be discussed Section.III in details.
According to [12] , a response function h(t) can be written in the time domain as
where F + (t) and F × (t) are called beam-pattern functions. These functions depend the geometry of a GW telescope and the local sidereal time(LST) at a GW telescope:
where ζ is the angle between the arms of a GW telescope, and Φ is the polarization angle. F +,0 (t) and F ×,0 (t) are the functions when the polarization angle is set to 0 [12] . According to [13] , the response function of a GW telescope can be decomposed into 4 independent terms as follows:
The meaning of the parameters in the function are as follows: the mutually independent phase h 0 and h π/2 are given by
where
G is the gravitational constant, c is the light speed, M c is the chirp mass defined by
where the m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the stars of a binary system, and τ is defined by
where t is the observer time and t coal is the observer time when a compact binary system coalesces. the GW amplitudes A µ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) are given by
where ι is the inclination of a binary system, and an initial phase φ coal is the phase at t coal . Note that we suppose the beam-pattern functions are constants during detecting a GW by the use of the network of GW telescopes. The approximation is reasonable because the time over detecting a GW is too short to change the value of beampattern functions. Next, we describe the formalism of a coherent search method for the GW from a CBC. The index X indicates the X-th GW telescope belonging to the network of GW telescopes:
One fundamental detection statistics of a coherent search method in this thesis is the matched filtering; it is an optimal detection statistics testing a statistical hypothesis [14] , [15] . The key idea of the filtering is to calculate the correlation between the output signal and a modeled GW waveform. We suppose that the output data from each of the GW telescopes is
where n X (t) is the noise of the X-th GW telescope. The noise of a GW telescope is assumed to be stationary and Gaussian. It is characterized by the noise power spectral density(PSD) S X n (f ) defined by
A likelihood ratio, the ratio of the hypothesis that GW signal h contains in the output of a GW telescope to null hypothesis, provides the output of the matched filtering. The likelihood ratio is defined by
where the inner product of the data a(t) and b(t) is defined by (a(t)|b(t)) ≡ 4Re
A log-likelihood ratio, the logarithmic form of the likelihood ratio, is expressed by
The estimation of the GW parameters are evaluated by maximizing Eq.(15) over GW parameters. A coherent search method employs the value summed up with each of the log-likelihood ratios calculated by the use of the output of corresponding GW telescopes [6] . The log-likelihood ratio for the multiple telescopes is given by
where the matrix M µν is defined by
The inner product of the multiple data is expressed by the sum of each of the inner products:
Since the oscillation of a GW in the sensitive frequency band of a GW telescope is fast enough, the phases h 0 and h π/2 is regarded as orthogonal each other. The orthogonality of phases leads to express the inner product of phases as followings:
Therefore, Eq.(17) can be expressed in terms of the inner product of phases and beam-pattern functions:
According to Eq.(21), the log-likelihood ratio Eq.(16) can be decomposed into two parts;
where i, j = 0, 1 and k, l = 2, 3.
III. REGULARIZATION OF A INVERSE PROBLEM
The parameter estimation requires to solve a inverse problem with a maximum likelihood method. The estimation of a GW amplitude is obtained by maximizing Eq.(16) over parameter space of a GW:
whereÂ µ are the estimated parameters of a GW amplitude and M µν is the inverse of the inverse operator M µν . The solution of the inverse problem, however, often deteriorates the accuracy of a parameter space because of the degeneracy of the parameters to estimate. The degeneracy, called ill-posed problem [7] , is caused by rank deficiency of the inverse operator. In the literature of the estimation of GW parameters, the rank deficiency of the inverse operator happens when the array of the beam-pattern functions of + mode
is approximately in proportion to these of the × mode
, where n is the number of GW telescopes. As a result, similar response functions is detected over GW telescopes and the GW modes are degenerated each other. Since the degeneracy of GW modes amplifies the noise, called amplified noise, the accuracy of the parameters of GW amplitude deteriorates. To avoid the the ill-posed problem, a regularization method [9] , [16] , [17] provides the effective solution to recover the rank deficiency of the inverse operator by applying a correction term to a likelihood. For a GW analysis, M. Rakhmanov has indicated the possibility that the reconstruction of the GW can be improved by applying Tikhonov regularization method [7] . His work, however, couldn't optimize full of the parameters introduced by the regularization method, named regulator parameters. To optimize all of the regulator parameters and apply for the modeled GW, we develop the new regularization method by using two methods; the method of Lagrange multiplier with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [18] and the novel parameter choice method to obtain the full optimization of the regulator parameters.
In this section, we discuss the method to optimize full of regulator parameters to suppress the amplified noise caused by a ill-posed problem. In Sec.III, we explain the regularization method using the Eq. (25) A. maximizing the likelihood with a regularization method
To suppress the amplified noise, the key idea is to add a correction term to the log-likelihood ratio:
where the regulator Ω ij is a 2 × 2 matrix of regulator parameters ω[k], the k is the number of regulator parameters. Index g indicates the regularized log-likelihood ratio. The estimationÂ i g , which are the parameters of a GW amplitude with regularization method, is evaluated from maximizing Eq.(28) over parameters of a GW amplitudeÂ
Eq.(30) clearly shows the inverse operator M ij is corrected by the regulator and prevents the inverse operator from reducing the number of rank. The numerical expression of matched filtering of output can be decomposed into a GW signal and the noise of GW telescopes:
The distinct decomposition into a GW signal and a noise couldn't be calculated because the GW signal in output of GW telescopes is never known. Note that the noise of the matched filtering (n|h i ) is calculated by the variance of the values of the matched filtering under the Bayesian inference. To make it clear, we write the mismatching as (n|h i ) ≡ ∆(s|h i ).
The numerical expression of the residual noise of a GW amplitude is obtained as follows:
where i , j = 0, 1, is the ensemble average of the number of iterations performed in the procedure of the Bayesian inference, and
i ) corresponds to the bias noise introduced by the regulator and the second term N (ω[k], ∆(s|h j )) corresponds to the amplified noise suppressed by the use of a regularization method, called reduced noise. With an appropriate choice of regulator parameters, the sum of the two noise is possible to be smaller than the amplified noise even if the bias noise, which behaves additional noise of a estimation, is introduced.
To find the optimized regulator parameters, we must consider the method to minimize the residual noise Eq.(32). The minimization is archived by finding the local minimum of the residual noise over the regulator parameter space. One should be paid attention; In the case that the amount of the bias noise is larger than the reduced noise as a result of the optimization of regulator parameters, the intrinsic parameters of a GW lies outside of the credible regions of the probability distribution. It indicates that an appropriate restriction for determining the regulator parameters is required. We propose the requirement as a following:
where C is the real and positive user-defined value that is less than 1.
The minimization of the residual noise under the condition of Eq.(34) is performed by the method of Lagrange multiplier with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [18] :
where the real positive number λ is a Lagrange multiplier. While Eq.(35) has a lot of solutions in regulator parameters, the optimized regulator parameters are able to be determined uniquely by the use of following criteria: (i) The complex values of the regulator parameters must be excluded. (ii) the regulator parameters in which Eq.(35) indicates 0 or infinity by substituting must be excluded. (iii) the regulator parameters are chosen so that the real value of the Lagrange multiplier is the highest one satisfying the criteria (i) and (ii).
B. a-posteriori parameter choice rule
The evaluation of Eq. (35) is essentially impossible in the Bayesian inference because the method to determine optimized regulator parameters includes a fatal defect; the intrinsic parameters of a GW amplitude, which needs to be known for evaluating the bias noise of Eq.(32), are never known a-priori. The key idea to avoid this problem is to replace the intrinsic parameters of a GW amplitude in the residual noise with the estimated parameters:
This method is called a-posteriori parameter choice rule [9] . By adapting the parameter choice rule, the optimized regulator parameters can be calculated without using intrinsic parameters of a GW amplitude. The estimated parameters are obtained in each of the iterations of the non-regularized Bayesian inference. The proof of the idea is shown in [9] [16] in detail, but in the case of the Eq.(35), the essence of the validity of the parameter choice rule can be explained as follows; the ensemble average of the residual noise calculated by the intrinsic parameters are essentially equivalent to the one calculated by estimated parameters because the difference between the intrinsic parameters and estimated parameters is canceled out over the iterative calculation of the Bayesian inference. As a result, the optimized regulator parameters are obtained by solving following equations:
In this section, we will give the regulator matrix. As mentioned before, the rank deficiency of an inverse operator happens when one of the proper vectors of the inverse operator is approximately vanished. To compensates the lack of the proper vector, two kinds of regulator matrices are considered in this thesis. We call the formar regulator as type 1 and the latter one as type 2.
(i) Tikhonov type regulator (type 1):
where w is the regulator parameter which has real value. This is a traditional regulator matrix form being used for a lot of ill-posed problem.
(ii) Symmetric trace-free type regulator (type 2):
where w and e are the regulator parameters which have real values. This type of the regulator is introduced for the first time. This regulator is based on the following two ideas; the rank of the regulator is at most 1 because the number of lack of the proper vector is at most 1, and the regulator matrix has symmetry which corresponds to the symmetric matrix of the inverse operator.
IV. ANALYSIS
This section first presents an overview of our regularized data analysis and the Bayesian inference algorithm. We also discuss the states of a software-injected signal of a GW from CBC; then the results of our regularized data analysis are presented and discussed.
A. Data analysis
Bayesian inference for a software-injected GW signal is performed using the nested sampling algorithm, which has been described by Skilling [19] as a reversal of typical Bayesian inference such as Markov chain Monte Carlo methods [20] . Note that a detailed study into the parameters estimation of a GW using the nested sampling algorithm has been performed previously [21] . MultiNest implements Bayesian inference based on the nested sampling algorithm [10] [11] and resolves several problems using the nested sampling algorithm. For example, the ellipsoid sampling method provides more efficient implementation of the Bayesian inference by approximating the iso-likelihood contour of a point to be replaced by a D-dimensional (D is the number of search parameters) ellipsoid determined by the covariance matrix of the current set of the live points. Furthermore, the recursive clustering method allows us to evaluate the multimodal posterior probability distribution by dividing an approximated ellipsoid into multiple approximated ellipsoids using K-means algorithm [22] [23] . In addition to MultiNest, PyMultiNest software [24] , a Python interface for MultiNest, is also used in the data analysis. Note that MultiNest users must specify a few proper parameters, i.e., the number of live points and the tolerance, and set the prior and log-likelihood functions. In this study, the number of live points is 1000 for all data analyses and the tolerance is set to 0.0001 for the data analysis without a regulator (non-regularized data analysis) and 0.05 for the data analysis with regulator-optimized analysis (regularized data analysis).
We must evaluate Eq.(37) for the regularized data analysis to determine optimized regulator parameters. However, the evaluation of Eq.(37) requires another algorithm in addition to the nested sampling algorithm. As discussed previously, the degree of mismatch of the matched filtering evaluated relative to the accuracy of the phase parameters, such as a chirp mass and a coalescence time when a GW passes though the center of the earth, is requires to determine optimized regulator parameters. These mismatch values are obtained by evaluating the accuracy of the phase parameters obtained by the nonregularized data analysis. The regularized data analysis is performed as follows. First, non-regularized data analysis is performed to obtain the covariance matrix of the phase parameters. Here, we also obtain estimated amplitude parameter values and corresponding credible regions to confirm the accuracy improvement gained by the amplitude parameters obtained in the regularized data analysis. Second, we obtain the distribution of h µ by substituting the distribution of phase parameters generated by multivariate random distribution of the covariance matrix of the phase parameters into the matched filtering. Here, the number of samples in the distribution set of h µ are 10000 in this thesis. Third, the variance of the h µ is calculated using the distribution set.
The details the data analysis are as follows: the number of search parameters of the GW is six, inclination ι, luminosity distance r, polarization Φ, initial phase φ coal , chirp mass M c , and coalescence time t coal when a GW passes through the center of the earth. To reduce data analysis time, we ignore the post-Newtonian parameters of a GW. Note that all of the prior distribution of the search parameters are flat distributions. In addition, the data analysis result is expressed in terms of physical parameters: however, the data analysis is implemented using the terms of amplitude parameters A 1 − A 4 . We convert these amplitude parameters into physical parameters after data analysis is performed. The range of the amplitude parameters is
]. The range of the inclination expressed as a cosine is cos ι ∈ [−1, 1], luminosity distance is r ∈ [10 : 1000]Mpc, polarization is Φ ∈ [0, π] and initial phase is φ coal ∈ [0, π]. To reduce data analysis time, the range of a chirp mass is set to ±1M solar of the input value, and the coalescence time range is set to ±0.1s of the input value. These range settings are appropriate because the regularization method helps in reducing the accuracy of amplitude parameters, and the accuracy of the phase parameters is not affected significantly.
Both regulators (Eq.(38) and Eq.(39)) are applied to the regularized data analysis to compare the differences in the reduction of the accuracy of the amplitude parameters. Here, the user-defined value of C in Eq.(34) is set to 0.1. To reduce the computational cost of the type 2 regulator (Eq.(39)), we exclude the regulator parameter e to evaluate the requirement in Eq.(34). The validity of the exclusion of the calculation can be explained by the fact that the variable e in the type 2 regulator does not have strong dependency on the strength of the regulator. The strength of the regulator primarily affects the amount of Eq.(34).
B. Software-injected data
The software-injected GW signal is examined herein. In this study, the data analysis is implemented using two types of GW signal. The different status of these signals reflects the amplitude parameters because we are interested in the difference in the reduction of the amplified noise relative to the amplitude parameters of a GW. In the following sections, we first describe the common states of the software-injected GW signal; then, we discuss the difference in the amplitude parameters.
Common states
We consider that the network of GW telescopes comprises the LIGO Livingston and the LIGO Hanford [25] . The location of the GW telescopes is the actual geographic state [26] and the noise power spectrum of the GW telescopes uses the theoretical function of aLIGO [15] . The properties of the noise of GW telescopes are assumed be both stationary and Gaussian, and the integrated SNR of the software-injected GW signal is set to 20 ± 0.5. The common states of the software-injected GW signal are listed in Table. I. The details of these parameters are explained in the caption. 
Different states
Two different states are involved in the amplitude parameters of the GW signal. We are interested in reducing each amplitude parameter because the accuracy of the amplitude parameters of a GW is reduced by the regularized data analysis. The states of the amplitude parameters of the software-injected data are given in Table.II. The luminosity distance is set to the value which the integrated SNR indicates 20±. The location of the target CBC in celestial coordinates is shown in Figure. 1, which also illustrates the determinant value of the beampattern functions because the influence of ill-posed of the inverse operator increases relative to the reduction of the determinant value.
C. Result and discussion
The data analysis results are expressed as the jointprobability distribution of the posterior as represented by Table. I. The stars indicates the location of the target CBC of the software-injected GW signal. The first panel shows the state 1 of software-injected data and the second panels shows the same of state 2.
the profile likelihood. The joint-probability distributions for all data analyses are shown in Figs. 2 -Fig. 13 . In these figures, the area enclosed by the bold line is the 1σ (67%) credible region and the dashed line is the 2σ (95%) credible region. The shrinkage rate of the credible region obtained by comparing the posterior distribution of the non-regularized and regularized data analysis using the type 1 and type 2 regulators is shown in Table. III and IV, respectively. Here, state 1 and 2 of the software-injected data were used Table. III and IV, respectively. An average of 100000 posterior samples for the non-regularized data analysis and 200000 posterior samples for regular-ized data analysis were evaluated. The implementation time of the algorithm was approximately one CPU hour for the non-regularized data analysis and approximately 50 CPU hour for the regularized data analysis. The results clearly indicate that the accuracy of the amplitude parameters was improved by the regularized data analysis with the type 2 regulator in the most of the sky region; however, the accuracy of the amplitude parameters was primarily unimproved by the regularized data analysis with the type 1 regulator. Here, most actual values of the amplitude parameters were outside the credible region of the joint-posterior distribution. The average shrinkage rate of the credible region for the inclination vs luminosity distance all over the sky was approximately 1.5 times and that of the polarization vs initial phase was approximately 3.0 times for the regularized data analysis with the type 2 regulator. The shrinkage rate tends to be greater depending on the strength of the influence of the ill-posed inverse operator. However, in some sky region where the determinant value of the inverse matrix was greater than a certain threshold, the actual value was outside the credible region estimated by the regularized data analysis with the type 2 regulator. Our data analysis indicates the threshold of the determinant value depends on the actual inclination values of the CBC(i.e., the source of the GW signal).
Here, we discuss the results of the data analysis for states 1 and 2 in detail. For the state 1, the regularized data analysis with the type 2 regulator improved the accuracy of the amplitude parameters in most of the sky region. In contrast, the actual value was outside the estimated credible region because the influence of the ill-posed inverse operator was significant in this case. This failure implies that the range of application of the regularized data analysis, where valid estimation can be implemented, is limited depending on the degree of influence the ill-posed inverse operator, even if the restriction in Eq.(34) is imposed to prevent the credible region from lying outside of the actual parameter values. Fortunately, the sky region where the misestimation occurred is small and does not affect data analysis result significantly. The sky region wherein such a misestimation occurred accounts for < 1% for all over the sky in the case of state 1. Note that the significant reduction to the accuracy of luminosity distance, which is an important GW observation parameter, was realized at the determinant value, i.e., less than approximately 1×10 −3 . This result allows us to treat a GW signal as a more precise standard siren [27] , and we can investigate cosmology without depending on the effect of bias from the location of the CBC source. In contrast to state 1, the result of the regularized data analysis for state 2 exhibits specific characteristics. The nature of the reduction of the accuracy of the amplitude parameters via the regularized data analysis is similar to the data analysis of state 1. However, the actual amplitude parameter values are outside the credible region of the inclination vs luminosity distance when the determinant value of the inverse operator is less than 5 × 10 −4 , which threshold to the misestimation is larger than state 1. The main difference between states 1 and 2 is the absolute value of inclination, i.e., the absolute inclination value of state 2 expressed in cosine is greater than state 1, which may be related to the difficulty associated with correct estimation of the inclination-distance when the absolute inclination converted by cosine is relatively large.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we discuss the method to prevent the accuracy of amplitude parameters of a GW from a CBC from being amplified owing to the ill-posed nature of the inverse operator comprising the beam-pattern functions of a network of GW telescopes. The key idea to resolve this problem is compensation via an appropriate correction term represented as a matrix called a "regulator" for an inverse operator whose rank is deficient. The Tikhonov type regulator(Eq.(38), type 1) and symmetric trace-free type regulator regulator(Eq.(39), type 2) are used to express the regulator matrix. A regulator reduce the amplified noise caused by the ill-posed problem, whereas the value of the regulator affects the parameter accuracy as bias noise. To resolve the bias problem, the optimization of the regulator is evaluated by minimizing the sum of these noises. A Lagrange multiplier method with KKT condition for the norm of the difference between the amplitude parameters estimated by the regularized data analysis and amplitude parameters estimated by the non-regularization method (Eq.(35)), i.e., the a-posteriori parameter choice rule provides optimized regulator values. The data analysis for two types of software-injected GW signal using the MultiNest software was implemented to evaluate the reduction accuracy of the amplitude parameters using proposed method. The data analysis results indicate that the regularization method with the type 2 regulator reduces the credible region of the accuracy of the amplitude parameters. For approximately 90% of the sky region, the credible region of inclination-distance is reduced by approximately 1.5 times and that of the polarization-initial phase is reduced by approximately 3.0 times. The shrinkage rate of the credible region increases with a decreasing determinant value of the inverse operator; however the actual value lies outside the credible region in the regularized data analysis owing to the significant ill-posed inverse operator. The threshold to maintain the validity of the regularization method appears to be related the inclination values.
We consider that the proposed method, which employ a regularization method for a targeted GW signal from a CBC and uses an optimized regulator, represents robust and coherent data analysis that enables us to minimize the amplified noise caused by an ill-posed nature of the inverse operator. In other words, for most of the sky region, it is possible that the accuracy of the amplitude Inclination vs luminosity distance Polarization vs initial phase det type 1 1σ type 1 2σ y/n type 2 1σ type 2 2σ y/n type 1 1σ type 1 2σ y/n type 2 1σ type 2 2σ y/n 5 × 10 parameters estimated by the proposed method is nearly the same as the limit of the accuracy as calculated by the SNR of the signal. Thus, the proposed method is suitable for the parameter estimation of a CBC search. 
